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The citizens who gathered in Hāwera’s upper High Street early in 1902 were 
an effective lobby group. At the dawn of the new century, with local men 
still fighting the war in South Africa and the passing of Queen Victoria and 

the ascension of King Edward VII still hot topics, their purpose was to create a park 
for their growing town and commemorate the times. Standing at the gate leading 
into the 28 acre property, which had been gazetted a reserve almost a quarter of 
a century before, they would have looked over a flat and windswept site. In use 
by several fledgling sporting clubs, an occasional training ground for local military 
volunteers and for the past 18 years as the venue for the immensely popular A&P 
society shows, it boasted only a rudimentary grandstand and a scatter of pine trees. 
Their vision encompassed a five acre section of the site, then leased as grazing to 
a local transport company, and proposed a sheltered and formal park suitable for 
picnics and family enjoyment. 

Theirs was not the only park lobby current in Hāwera. Impressed with the 
developing Pukekura Park in New Plymouth, another faction was looking to create 
something similar in the Tawhiti valley, somewhere near the site of the present 
meat works. There, a bush remnant and the swampy land bordering the Tawhiti 
stream offered the potential to replicate the lakes and pathways of the park in the 
north.

At their meeting in May 1902 the Borough Council came down in favour of the 
High Street site, voted £200 for its development and put the wheels in motion 
for what seemed initially to be a successful application to the government for a 
matching grant. Despite continued lobbying by the Tawhiti site advocates, who 
would persist with sniping attacks on the park’s progress over the next decade, the 
council moved quickly. They cancelled the grazing arrangement, and organised the 
fencing and clearing of the site. 
 
A month later on Coronation Day June 26, the council and park advocates joined 
a street parade to the park to celebrate the event and to formally dedicate King 
Edward Park. Entertained by a choir of 50 singers and wrapped up against the 
chills of winter, Mayor Benjamin (Cockie) Robbins announced the Park’s official 
name and his wife planted an oak tree to commemorate the occasion. Nearby a 
second oak was planted by Horace Baker, a Taranaki War veteran and member of 
the Borough’s founding council, to celebrate the peace treaty which had recently 
ended the South African War. Both trees, the oldest in the Park, are now significant 
specimens, the tree commemorating the Park’s dedication is marked by a bronze 
plaque.

Seeking inspiration and guidance for the new Park’s development, the Council 
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commissioned a competition for a park design. While several entries were received 
early in 1903, it was the design submitted by Stratford surveyor Henry Climie 
under the pseudonym of Alpha that prevailed. The two formally hedged avenues, 
intersecting at the point now marked by the Albert Fantham statue, (but originally 
planned as the location for a band rotunda) that were the basis of his design are 
still the essential backbone of the Park’s structure. 

Seeking a driver for the project, the council appointed 
councillor Charles Goodson to head the Borough’s 
reserves committee. A wealthy land owner and stock 
breeder who had recently moved into town from 
his farm at Waihi, Goodson had a huge enthusiasm 
for plants and gardening and a vast list of contacts 
in both business and horticultural worlds. Already 
involved in the organisation of the Hāwera Industrial 
Exhibition, a nationally recognised daffodil breeder 
and with a growing reputation as a councillor of real 
merit, Goodson’s influence in the Park is indelible. 
Under his guidance the essential framework of the 
park we see today was established and many of the  

     Park’s iconic features installed. 

The first of these installations occurred on 2 August 1904 when a street parade 
marched to formally open the gates commemorating the hugely successful 
Industrial Exhibition held in February of that year. The Exhibition, which had been 
opened by Premier Richard Seddon, drew crowds of up to 3,000 each day and a 
total of 23,725 over its duration. Occupying over 34,000 square feet of space the 
exhibition featured the products and displays of over 100 leading companies from 
Taranaki and throughout the country and generated a profit sufficient to pay the 
£87 cost of the main gates. The impressive wrought iron gates were built by Walter 
Bishop and the pillars cast by S (Samuel) Luke and Co of Wellington, the foundry 
which built the Mataia, New Zealand’s first steel ship, and the lighthouses at 
Castlepoint and Palliser Bay. Originally the lettering on the gates and the pillar-top 
balls was gilded, the gilding sandblasted off and painted over when the gates were 
“restored” in the 1980s. The smaller side gates were erected in memory of those 
troops from the Hāwera district who died during the South African (Boer) War 
1899-1902. Originally community leaders had planned to erect a more traditional 
memorial, but despite considerable effort, fundraising fell well short of the sum 
needed for the project. Costing £37, instead of the £150 for an obelisk, the side 
gates, which were finally erected in June 1905, commemorate the fallen troops 
but the proposed plaque, which would have listed their names, never eventuated. 

Charles Goodson
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SECOND NIGHT, There was a fairly 
numerous attendance at the Opera 
House for the second night of the 
King Edward Park Carnival. The 
audience, however, was not so large 
as the merits of the performance 
deserved. ‘The programme was 
particularly enjoyable, the principal 
feature being a series of tableaux. 
Those were mainly arranged by Mrs 
Jacob and Mrs Brett, Mr Goodson 
being responsible for the floral 
effects. The necessary explanations 
were read by Rev. Jacob prior to the 
curtains being lifted on each picture. 
The grouping was admirable, and the 
applause that rewarded the efforts of 
those taking part demonstrated the 
lively appreciation of the audience. 
“The King and the Beggar Maid” was 
very pretty. “The Sleeping Beauty” 
was shown in eight stage pictures, 
each an artistic production. “In Time 
of War” was an attractive tableau in 
three scenes, and “Cupid’s Well,” in two 
scenes, was a delightful presentation. 
With perhaps one exception all those 
who took part are to be complimented 

upon their performance, which has 
probably not been excelled on the 
local stage. Public appreciation of 
the tableaux was so keen that the 
management propose staging two 
of them again tomorrow night if 
possible. The vocal and instrumental 
contributions to the programme were 
also enjoyable. Miss Worrall opened 
with a pianoforte solo from Chopin 
which was artistically played. Mr 
Clements, who was in good voice, 
was en cored for his songs, and Dr 
Brown had also to respond for his 
vigorous contribution “Bandolero.” 
Mrs Basham “The Promise of 
Life” and Miss Roe played a violin 
solo “Concert de valse.” Both ladies 
were recalled, and bowed their 
acknowledgments. Miss Cook was 
brought back twice, and had to 
repeat some of her numbers. The 
skirt dance and sailors’ hornpipe 
by six of Miss Putnam’s pupils were 
greatly admired. Mr Brown sang 
thrice, and Master F. Hutchens 
played a pianoforte solo, “Last Rose 
of Summer,” in good style. 

KING EDWARD PARK CARNIVAL. 

For this evening an excellent 
programme has been arranged. Miss 
Lorraine Tansley, of Dannevirke, who 
is a gifted vocalist, is to contribute 
two numbers, which should be a 
decided attraction. In addition to 
company fancy dancing by Miss 

Putnam’s pupils, Master R. Barr is to 
dance a Highland fling. Miss Cooper 
a sanstreuss, and Miss K. Barr a - 
sword dance. Other songs, duets, 
and character sketches will be given, 
and altogether an entertainment of 
exceptional merit is promised. 

TONIGHT’S ENTERTAINMENT.

The following articles in the Hāwera and Normanby Star record the trials and 
tribulations of fundraising for the memorial. 

Hāwera & Normanby Star, Volume XLVIII, Issue 8053, 5 August 1904, Page 2
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A meeting of subscribers to the 
Fallen Troopers’ Memorial Fund 
was held in the Council Chambers 
on Tuesday evening. There were 
present : Messrs Robbins (chair), A. 
J. Whittaker, Searling, Sargeson, 
Wilson, Free, and T. Lloyd. The 
Chairman said the fund was very 
long standing, and it had been hoped 
that a considerable sum of money 
would be raised. The committee 
appointed Mr Lloyd to canvass the 
country, but unfortunately he met 
with a poor response. Mr Lloyd 
collected £11 1s. Subsequently 
another effort was made, and a 
committee of Messrs Whittaker, J. 
E. Wilson, and Brunette distributed 
collection boxes. Mr Free had also 
collected about £8. The money had 
been placed in the Savings Bank 
and had earned about 10s interest. 
The total amount standing to the 
credit of the account now was £27 
6s 3d, to which other sums had to 
be added which would bring the total 
amount to about £40. What they had 
to consider was what had best be 
done with the funds. There was not 
sufficient to raise a memorial, but it 
had been suggested that two small 
gates should be erected at King 
Edward Park, one on either side of 
the Exhibition Commemoration gate, 
and upon the gates tablets could be 
placed, bearing the names of those 
who had fallen in South Africa. On 
behalf of Messrs Brunette, Wilson, 
and Whittaker, Mr A. J. Whittaker 

reported: “We had made 22 collection 
boxes for fastening on counters or 
any other place deemed fit, and had 
printed notices on the boxes, stating: 
‘Subscriptions; for memorial to the 
brave men who gave their lives for the 
Empire’ To this response, and also 
after 100 letters had been written 
to various persons, we received the 
magnificent sum of £6 3s 8d ! These 
boxes were opened by Mr F. Brunette 
and the money was counted by Mr 
J. Wilson and then handed to Mr C. 
Goodson, who placed it to a trust 
account at the Post-office, together 
with the sums taken at the concert 
for the Troopers’ Memorial Fund. We 
regret very much that this matter 
was not more liberally responded 
to, and it certainly casts a reflection 
on this district. In conclusion, we 
have to thank the proprietor of 
the Hawera Star (who printed the 
notices for boxes and paper gratis), 
and others who assisted; and regret 
that some persons should have 
stated that sums of money, namely, 
a sovereign and a-half sovereign, 
had been placed in the boxes, which, 
on examination, proved incorrect” 
Mr Whittaker suggested that the 
Government should be approached 
asking for a subsidy. The speaker 
referred in regretful terms “of the 
lack of sympathy shown.” Mr Lloyd 
said he had had a very hard time in 
his attempts to collect and thought it 
was rather a reflection on the district. 
He thought it would be better to close 

GATES AT KING EDWARD PARK.

The financial return on the event however was disappointing, as was the lack 
of success of the collection which went round the district several times for little 
return: 
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Although the plaque to commemorate the soldiers who did not return failed to 
eventuate in the Park, the five soldiers, all members of the Hāwera Mounted 
Rifles, are memorialised in St Mary’s Church. For the record they were; Pvts J 
M (James McIntosh) Patterson, J H (James Henry Arthur) Brock, C H (Charles 
Henry) Enderby, LE (Lionel Eric) Smith and WJ (William Joseph) Goodland. 
Private Goodland, a farmer from Normanby was also memorialised in St Pauls 
church Normanby and official records have both he and Pvt Brock registered as 
Sergeants. In all 41men from the district served in South Africa between 1899 
and 1902.

Four years after conception the Park’s development was gaining impetus. 
Despite an initial hiatus, which gave the Tawhiti advocates a further opportunity 
to criticise and the disappointment brought by the government failing to 
stump up with its promised matching grant, progress was being made. In May 
1904 Alexander Mc Neil, a local workman with a penchant for gardening, was 

the fund at once. Mr Free said the 
money by him collected had come in 
without difficulty. He had, of course, 
not gone to the general public, but had 
simply approached his friends. He 
thought if another effort were made 
more money could be obtained. Mr 
Whittaker moved - That the money 
be devoted to the erection of gates 
as suggested, upon which tablets 
should be placed. The speaker said 
Mr Lloyd had been very energetic, 
and if he failed it was unlikely that 
others would succeed. Mr Lloyd said 
it was possible that others could 
collect more as some had promised, 
and would pay their contributions 
as soon as something definite was 
agreed upon. Mr Wilson thought 
another effort should be made, and 
then if they failed again they could 
erect the gates as suggested. Mr 
Robbins said he thought it would be 
useless to keep the lists open any 
longer. To suitably commemorate the 

action of the brave men who went to 
the war they would require at least 
£150. Having heard these further 
remarks, Mr Wilson seconded Mr 
Whittaker’s motion which, upon 
being put, was carried unanimously, 
The Chairman said that Mr Lloyd 
was entitled to commission upon 
the money he had collected, but that 
gentleman had generously declined 
to accept anything. Messrs Robbins, 
Whittaker, Searling, Goodson, 
Wilson, Free, and Lloyd were 
appointed to arrange for the erection 
of the gates. Mr Whittaker pointed 
out that some of the subscribers, now 
that it had been decided not to erect 
a memorial, might ask for the return 
of their money. It was resolved to 
give 14 days’ notice to subscribers of 
the intention to erect the gates, after 
which no claim for a refund would 
be recognised. The meeting then 
adjourned. 

Hāwera & Normanby Star, Volume XLVIII, Issue 8064, 19 August 1904, Page 2
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selected from 10 applicants as the Park’s first caretaker with a salary of £1. 16s 
a week. A year later the Park was ready for its official opening, although in the 
interval it had been the venue to which a temperance parade of over 700 had 
marched in November 1905. 

Establishing well behind its magnificent entrance gates, the Park and those 
working to make it happen drew praise when the local newspaper outlined 
progress to date in this article in May 1906.

The first section of King Edward 
Park was recently opened to the 
public. This portion covers about five 
acres, and is part of a Government 
endowment to the borough of 28 
acres, which includes the present 
recreation ground - (football and 
sports). About three years ago the 
Borough Council invited competitive 
designs - for converting the paddocks 
into a park. Mr Climie’s plan was 
accepted and work in accordance 
therewith begun. Since that time 
very satisfactory progress has been 
made-. The tall pine trees along the 
fence line were cut down and fine 
thick treble row hedges of boxthorn 
are rising up in. their places. A 
caretaker to be permanently on the 
place was appointed, Mr A McNeill- 
filling the position. To Mr McNeill 
great credit is due, and much of the 
progress made must be accredited 
to his devotion to the work. Passing 
over the uninteresting periods of 
the preparing of the soil, the careful 
laying out of the ground and the 
planting, a description may be given 
of what the visitor now sees on 
entering and taking a general look 
over the place. The entrance is right 
on the corner of High Street and 
Camberwell Road. There is one large 

gate and two small ones. The large 
gate was erected in commemoration 
of the Hawera Industrial Exhibition, 
1904, and the side gates in memory 
of those troopers from the Hawera 
district who died in South Africa. A 
very fine grass drive leads from the 
gates right through the centre of the 
park and is bordered on either side 
by a neat healthy looking hedge of 
olearia fosterii. Recesses have been 
made at intervals along the drive 
wherein comfortable lounge seats 
have been placed by the following 
townsmen; Messrs F. J. Wrigley, 
C. Goodson, W. A. Parkinson, J. 
Macklam, Geo. Symes and B. C. 
Robbins. There is room for a few 
more seats. A large circular space 
has been left in the centre so that 
a band rotunda or something of 
that kind could be erected and be 
a fitting addition to the park. The 
Council once decided to erect the 
Fantham Memorial there. Near the 
gates are the two oaks planted by the 
late Mayoress (Mrs Robbins) and Mr 
Horace Baker. Qne was planted to 
commemorate the relief of Mafeking 
and the other in dedication to the 
park. So far only the hardiest of 
shrubs and plants have been grown. 
Broom, native flax and pampas grass 

KING EDWARD PARK CARNIVAL. 
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There is a degree of confusion to be drawn from this report in that it names 
W Cole as park caretaker as well as Mr McNeil (Mc Neill), yet contemporary 
council minutes indicate that caretaker McNeil applied for and was granted 
leave to get married and have a short holiday in late March 1906. Why McNeil 
disappears from the park and Cole was appointed in his stead over nine other 
applicants is inexplicable especially when less than a year later, in February 
1907, Mr McNeil reappears in the record after again being selected from 10 
candidates for the position.

While the removal of the “fine thick treble row hedges of boxthorn” and the 
stands of pampas were to become the headache of later generations, they 

being much in evidence. It is intended 
that further planting will be done, 
when better shelter is obtained. 
A fine row of Pinus muricate and 
several cross hedges bid fair to 
provide well in this direction. In a 
corner of the park is a very useful 
department – a nursery. Here, under 
splendid shelter, all kinds of plants 
likely to be of use are raised. Olearia 
Fosterii. Olearia Traversii, Eleagnus, 
Cabbage trees (native), birches, oaks, 
taupata, brooms, roses, pohutukawa 
etc. There also is a valuable bed of 50 
silver pine plants. A very fine hedge 
of pampas grass divides the present 
park from an 8-acre patch which 
is at present being turned over for 
weeding and levelling, but will later 
be put under cultivation, space being 
reserved for tennis and other ground. 
Councillor C Goodson, to whom the 
supervision of the park is entrusted, 
has secured 500 pittosporum plants 
for a hedge for this section. As to 
other arrangements it is difficult to 
say what will be done, but it is hoped 
that at some future time, alterations 
will be made at the present sports 
ground. The tall trees behind the 

pavilion may be cut down or at least 
trimmed and it is proposed to alter 
the running track so as to make a 
better straight for the finish of the 
races and to move the pavilion up the 
field so as to give its patrons a better 
view of the finishes. As to the cost of 
the park; in 1903-4 the expenditure 
was £59 0s 6d (labour and material, 
£42 9s being the chief item), while the 
income was only £13, 17s 3d, which 
was from the sale of oats grown. In 
1904-5 £221 8s 6d was spent (labour 
£99 7s 6d, gates £67 0s 1d, trees £52 2s 
11d, insurance: £1 16s, survey £1 1s. 
The income was £78.14s 6d (produce 
£29 17s 9d, donations towards gates 
£39 16s l0d, percentage of gate 
money from sports, football matches, 
etc. £8 19s 11d). In 1905-6 there was 
somewhat less expenditure; £170 13s 
l0d (labour £101 13s 10d, material 
£20, side gates £47 5s 6d, insurance 
£1 12s 8d). The income was £67 9s 
l0d (grazing fees £19 14s 5d, gate 
percentage £8 18s 3d, donations for 
gates £38 17s 2d). The caretaker’s 
salary is now £100 per annum. The 
caretaker is Mr W. Cole. 

Hāwera & Normanby Star, Volume LI, Issue 9106, 31 May 1906, Page 5
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were essential to the establishment of the Park, providing the shelter so 
necessary for its success. Charles Goodson also played a major role in sourcing 
plants and establishing the Park’s hedges and arboreal collection. Many plants 
derived from his or other local contributors’ home gardens, but others were 
sourced from commercial firms such as the “evergreen oaks, cabbage trees, 
birch and flowering ash” from Messers Laird and Co of Whanganui. The nursery 
of R.J. Duncan in New Plymouth, that would later become Duncan and Davies 
Ltd, also contributed many ornamental plants in exchange for ake ake (olearia) 
cuttings. Goodson claimed his object was to: “create a park that specialised 
in plants that would survive in Hāwera’s climate, not to introduce those that 
favour a warmer one.” 

Involving the community in any way possible, he introduced a different version 
of Arbor Day to Hāwera in 1907 with an “old identities day” at which 15 of 
the town’s older residents planted trees, the town’s womenfolk provided 
afternoon tea and the hat was passed around to help raise funds for the 
proposed caretaker’s house. It is unfortunate that the trees were not identified 
along with the list of Hāwera’s turn of the century luminaries that planted 
them, but it is quite probable that the cabbage tree and pohutukawa in the 
Dingle Dell section of the park were among them. As for the old identities, 
the list is a Hāwera who’s who of 1907: W Adamson, J Henderson, J Boyd, T 
Condon, J Hicks, C Ekdahl, HW Sutton , G Syme , W Dingle, H King , S Dixon, WA 
Parkinson, WJ White, J H Stevens, C Goodson, Mesdames Climie and Boyd and 
Miss Maunder.

While many of the park’s specimens from Charles Goodson’s era are no more, 
one enduring feature he introduced is the totara hedge avenue leading to Hicks 
Park. These hedges used plants from Ruatangata near Whangārei, which were 
probably obtained from the Lands and Survey nursery established there by 
Henry Matthews. Matthews, the department’s chief forester, supplied both 
plants and advice to domains and reserves countrywide. 

In 1908 the second of the Park’s significant landmarks, the Fantham Statue, 
was unveiled. The statue commemorates Arthur Albert Fantham who came 
to Hāwera in 1882 and was well known for his wide farming experience, 
considerable veterinary knowledge and as one of the Founding members of the 
Agricultural and Pastoral (A&P) Society. He was also recognised nationally for 
his introduction of the bumble bee, the insect that could trigger and pollinate 
the red clover newly introduced to New Zealand pastures. Sculpted from Italian 
marble and on a plinth of red Aberdeen granite, the statue was built with funds 
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raised by the Hāwera Farmers’ Union in a project coordinated by a committ ee 
driven by solicitor Richard D Welsh. Local master-builder Hugh Whitti  ngton 
began installing the statue’s foundati on plinth at the end of November 1907 
and the statue, which stands as a focus of the two main “avenues” of the Park 
was erected on 28 January the following year. A small crowd of 25 braved 
inclement weather to see the statue unveiled on 4 March 1908.
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1910 - 1930
The Building 

Years

Chapter 2
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The development of the Park continued apace and by 1909 the 
caretaker’s position had become full time rather than a three day a 
week job. At their September meeting that year the council agreed to 

invest in a pony drawn gang mower to better maintain the expanding acreage 
of lawn and also agreed to finally call tenders to build a caretaker’s cottage 
near the Park gates. Although a substantial part of its cost had been raised by 
public donation, the size, shape and need for the cottage had been the subject 
of considerable debate around the council table for the previous eight years. 
The simple two roomed house was completed in mid 1910 and exceeded the  
£200 budget costing £211.11s 4d. By August caretaker McNeil was able to get 
the approval of the Council to lay the acre of lawn that surrounded it . 

The cottage grew a little in the following years after English trained gardener 
Arthur Lay was appointed curator, subject to a month’s trial in February 1912 
and brought his growing family to live in the park. It was also the childhood 
home for one of Hāwera’s most celebrated sportsmen, his son and javelin 
exponent Stan. While his father’s legacies in the Park are the memories of the 
gardens he helped establish and maintain, the feats of Stan Lay, an Olympic 
and three time Empire Games representative who won gold at the Edmonton 

1913: The new caretaker’s cottage and Fantham Statue on a promotional postcard
  PHO 2006-055, The Gardens, Hāwera FG Radcliffe Collection of Puke Ariki
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Empire Games in 1930 and silver at Sydney in 1938, are commemorated by the 
Stan Lay Drive. 

Arthur Lay would also have had a significant role to play in the year of his 
arrival, when under the impetus of Charles Goodson’s advocacy and the 
positive support of the council and community leaders, the Park was subject to 
a building and development spree. 

That year the Band Rotunda, built with funds raised locally along with a £250 
government subsidy to celebrate the coronation of King George V on 22 June 
1911, was officially opened. Designed by Hāwera architect Jack A Duffill the 
elevated reinforced concrete rotunda and ground floor tea kiosk was built by 
James W Tong at a cost of £560. 

The foundation stone was laid by then mayor Elliott L’Estrange Barton on 
Coronation Day, but the rotunda/kiosk was opened by new mayor Hugh 
Whittington in a festive event beginning with a street parade on Thursday 27 
March 1912. While, in its early years, the kiosk was a popular adjunct to the 
Park, the same is not necessarily true of the rotunda, which offered a draughty 

KEP 1913 The new Band Rotunda and Kiosk
Sir George Grey Special Collections Auckland City libraries 35-R552
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location not really designed for the easy use of sheet music. Difficult access for 
bandsmen with large musical instruments and a playing situation considerably 
distanced from their audience also led to bands preferring to perform in other 
areas of the Park. 

Nearby the Paddling Pool was approved and built with the assistance of a gift of 
£50 from Hāwera businessman and entrepreneur John Macklam. Known to the 
community as “Macklam’s Lake” the paddling pool, which featured a central 
fountain, was frequently the subject of souvenir postcards promoting Hāwera. 
A commemorative stone on the popular attraction was laid by Miss Rachel 
Goodson (later Mrs John Spratt) Charles Goodson’s daughter. The stone was 
inscribed “June 22 1911- I will help those who cannot help themselves J.M”. 
Another of the park’s mysteries, the stone with its inscription has disappeared, 
only the stone acknowledging Miss Goodson’s role remains.

Long neglected, after being used just once at a training day at the racecourse 
in 1885 and later mounted in front of the drill hall in Princes St, the cannon too 
was set up in the Park in 1912. Stealing a march on the Normanby community, 
who wanted it adjacent to their Taranaki Wars Memorial, it was installed in the 

KEP 1913: A Family group pictured from the cannon.
Sir George Grey Special Collections Auckland City libraries 35-R550
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Park at the suggesti on of councillor George Easton. Cast in 1843, the cannon 
had been left  in Auckland by a Royal Navy ship that year for the defence of the 
colony and was sent to Hāwera by Lt Colonel Stapp at the request of Captain M 
A (Alfred) Trimble for the use of the Volunteer Rifl e Company.  

Shortly aft er its installati on, a 
lett er to the editor in the Hāwera 
and Normanby Star warned of the 
cannon’s potenti al to destroy the 
Fantham statue at which it was 
aimed. Recalling an incident in the 
mid 1890’s when the cannon was 
fi red “by persons unknown in the 
dead of night” and showered a 
secti on of Hāwera with the scrap 
metal and glass with which it had 
been fi lled, the writer stated that 
on that occasion only the cannon’s 
high elevati on setti  ng had averted 

KEP 1913 Children in the park

1913 and the cannon on its mount in King 
Edward Park

Sir George Grey Special Collecti ons Auckland City libraries 35-R557

Sir George Grey Special Collecti ons Auckland City 
libraries 35-R564
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greater damage. His warning went unheeded, but decades later, late one 
night in May 1951, the cannon was again mysteriously fired, the blast heard 
throughout the town. 

Fifty years after the cannon’s installation in the park Leo Chadwick told of the 
original 1897 prank, which involved him and his two friends George Villars and 
Trevor “Toe” Barnett, both of whom had predeceased him. Chadwick said that 
the trio had overloaded the cannon, which was designed to throw an eight inch 
(200mm) shot weighing 64lb (29kg), with black powder and sacking wadding. 
When the gun was fired the “gunner” received a slight burn from flashback 
from the touch hole, the blast dislodged the piece from its mount and all 
three ran from the scene in panic and with ringing ears. Chadwick’s “deathbed 
confession” in 1954 was the final chapter of a pact made by the trio to keep 
“mum” about their clandestine exploit until all other involved parties had died. 

One of the Park’s most popular “toys” the barrel has been burnished to a 
permanent bronzed shine by the trousers of the generations of small children 
who have ridden it. The cannon also holds an enigma! Although bearing a 
casting mark for 1843 the barrel of the cannon carries the embossed crest of 
King George III who had died 23 years earlier in 1820. In those days, evidently, 
the mould was not discarded when the monarch died!

Perhaps the most significant of all the Park’s features, the Model Yacht Lake 
also dates from the same period. The lake was built to specifications especially 
designed for the sailing of model yachts. Enthusiasm for this project in the 
community led to the formation of a model yacht club from which a deputation 
approached the council on 14 August 1912 with a request to construct “a lake 
300ft by 100ft of a depth of 2ft”. Receiving tacit approval then, they returned 
on 15 March 1913 with £230 in hand and “an anticipation that this would be 
soon increased to £250”. With the Borough engineer’s estimate for the pond 
at £506, council agreed to stump up with £200 toward the project. A change of 
council and a new mayor led to a failed attempt to rescind the resolution at the 
Borough’s June 1913 meeting but on 9 July the engineer was instructed that 
the excavation was “to be gone on with” using local day labour. In September 
he was authorised to buy shingle at 10/-a yard for the lake project, around £180 
worth. Invoices show that the shingle was supplied by the Belmont Quarry.
 
Then the story becomes vague! On 13 January 1914 the Star reported 
the yachting lake with half its concrete in situ and the engineer receiving 
permission to buy 3 inch pipe to provide a back-up water supply. To confuse 
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the date of the actual opening the Star advertised in February that the “new 
lake will be officially opened on Carnival Day March 11”. In fact it was opened 
on the first day of the carnival, March 10, when with due ceremony Mrs Gillies 
the wife of Mayor Arthur Gillies turned on the valve to let water flow into 
the lake. The official party then moved on to watch Rachel Goodson, unveil 
the commemorative plaque on Macklam’s lake. How many of the 200,000 
gallons needed to fill the lake were in place at the time of the ceremony is 
questionable, as a week after the carnival, at the council meeting on 18 March 
1914, the engineer was given permission to use town water to top up the lake 
on condition he did not do so at night or tap into the water tower supply. At 
the same meeting the council gave permission for model boat owners to use 
the Park shed for storage and voted “that the model yachting club’s offer to 
provide notice boards warning persons against throwing rubbish into the Park 
lake be accepted”. It is probably safe to assume that the lake was eventually 
filled for the first time and ready for sailing the model yachts for which it was 
built in late March or early April 1914. 

Surprisingly, despite the considerable public support that led to its construction, 
down the ensuing years there appear to be no documented accounts of the 
lake’s use or of the activities of the model yachting club that promoted it.

The Great War spelled the end of much further development in the Park and 
the beginning of a period of consolidation. However, taking advantage of 
the preparation work that had been done on the Park’s expanded acreage, 
the Park Croquet Club was set up in 1916 on the section now occupied by 
the children’s playground. Stepping out of public life, Charles Goodson was 
replaced as chairman of the reserves committee by James M Townsend in 1918. 
Goodson’s legacy included not only a well established and popular park, but 
also the Luculia plants he introduced to New Zealand horticulture and extensive 
plantings of daffodils, his own personal favourites. In the distant future and 
after his death, his significant contribution would be further recognised with 
the Goodson Memorial Garden. 

Townsend, who retained the role of reserves committee chairman until 1930, 
relocated the tennis courts to their present location and shifted the croquet 
club and developed cricket grounds on the area now occupied by the Hāwera 
High School. The Park Bowling club was established alongside the croquet club 
on the same site in 1921.
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A highlight of the decade was the visit of 
HRH the Prince of Wales, later Edward VIII, 
to the Park on 3 May 1920. With little more 
than a day’s warning of his arrival, over 3,000 
people lined High St and flocked to the Park to 
welcome the Prince when he made a whistle 
stop visit to Hāwera. An arch spelling out 
Haere mai in foliage spanned the Park gates, 
flags were everywhere and a dais was set up 
near the Coronation oak on which the official 
party, which included his equerry, the Third 
Sea Lord, Admiral Lionel Halsey and other VIPs, 
was seated. Mayor Edwin Dixon welcomed the 
Prince, who in turn praised the town and the 
happy mix of people living in it. The Prince, 
whose address also referred to the gallantry 
of the men from the district who had served 
during the recent war took the opportunity to 
take a stroll in the Park with the town’s two 

Royal arrival: The Prince of Wales arrives at the Park gates to Mayor Edwin Dixon’s welcome. 
Lieutenants Grant and Laurent (in uniform) stand at the South African War memorial gate. 

Royal tribute: The Prince’s speech 
and Mayor Dixon’s welcoming 
address are kept in the South 

Taranaki District archive 
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Victoria Cross winners, 2nd Lieutenants John Grant and “Harry” Laurent.  
Accounts of the occasion record that three bands; the Hāwera and Manaia 
Citizens’ and the Salvation Army played while the Prince was in the Park and 
the crowd attending the gala event spilled out of the Park and accompanied 
the Prince and his entourage back to the railway station and the royal train. 
 
Seven months later the Park’s ability to host special events further into the 
evening was extended when the lighting system, promoted by Mr E C Hayton 
and in part sponsored by the Egmont Electricity Company was finally installed. 
On a gala lakeside occasion the lighting was turned on at 8pm on 8 December 
1920. Essentially a series of light poles with an electric cable strung between 
them, the lighting system was operational until the beginning of World War 
II. War time blackouts and lack of maintenance led to the system falling into 
disrepair and there is no record of it ever being operational post 1945.

During this era too a bequest from one of the original Park advocates led to 
the construction of another of the Park’s special features. Australian born and 
educated journalist William A Parkinson, whose career had taken him from the 
Launceston Examiner to ownership of the Hāwera and Normanby Star via 17 
sessions on the parliamentary staff in the Hansard gallery, had been a leading 
supporter and subscriber to various fund raising activities promoting the 
park’s development. Parkinson was also one of the community leaders who 
contributed a park bench to the Park’s original fittings. His legacy bequest to 
the Park led to the construction of the fernery named for him in 1922. 

The planning committee for The Parkinson Bequest Fernery, which was officially 
opened on 28 February 1923, was led by Hāwera gardener par excellence Mrs 
Elizabeth (Lily) Lovell and also included; Dr William Thompson (breeder of 
the famous “Hāwera” daffodil) architects Jack Duffill and Steven Gibson and 
businessmen John Murray and Noel Lewes. Mrs Lovell was an accomplished 
horticulturalist and florist, who regularly was a major prize winner and/or judge 
at local flower shows and also designed the fernery at New Plymouth’s Pukekura 
Park. She was awarded an MBE for her war works in 1920 and acknowledged as 
a Fellow of the Royal Institute of Horticulture (FRIH) in 1947. Her former home, 
which had the country’s first underground fernery and extensive gardens, is 
now well known as Tairoa Lodge. 

The concrete walled and glass roofed fernery was built by Hāwera building 
contractor H Norfolk and was developed with the notable assistance of fernery 
caretaker J.C Aitken. The fernery was something of an attraction in the park, 
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described by an enthusiastic journalist at its opening as ”a real fairyland”. 
Excavated 1.5 metres below lawn level and subdivided by reinforced clay 
walls and archways, its four rooms contained both native and exotic ferns and 
displays of begonias, cyclamen and coleus.

But not all the attention it received was the genteel viewing of its content 
of ferns and other horticultural rarities. James Tocher, whose father Ogilvie 
Tocher, a Scotsman who had served as a policeman in Edinburgh and South 
Africa and after service in WWI returned to the force in Hāwera between 1920 
and 1928, recalled: 

“As a young boy I used to play with a school mate in the King 
Edward Park. At that time there was a large fernery with a 
glass roof. One day we got on top of this roof. The panes of glass 
started smashing and we were enjoying all the racket we were 
making when we were apprehended. The policeman called turned 
out to be my Dad. Needless to say I was soundly thrashed. On 
arriving home I received a second thrashing administered by 
Dad claiming his right as a parent. Unfortunately for me, I 
was handy when Dad received the bill, so received my share and 
another thrashing. My luck was completely out, as after paying 
the bill I was the first person my Dad saw after leaving the 
office and I received yet another thrashing. I don’t think I will 
ever forget that fernery.” 

Graham Lynch: police notes. 

A little older than that memory are the remaining cherry trees in the Dingle 
Dell area of the park near the Peace Oak, which were also planted in 1923.

Distant summers: Tennis in the park circa 1920 Macklam’s Lake in a photograph 
dated May 1921

DSB Private Collection
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KEP 1925: A view down the model boating lake to the band rotunda and in the distance the 
water tower and St John’s spire. The weeping elm above the park bench at the lake head is a 
developing specimen perhaps a decade old, the Norfolk pine, today a dominant specimen on 

the park’s skyline, is a five year old sapling. Note the poles of the park’s lighting system.
Photo Sydney Charles Smith collection Alexander Turnbull Library Wellington New Zealand. Ref 049260-G P
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Custodian Arthur Lay served on: In 1930 his wife Minnie died, less than 
two months before their son Stan’s triumph in Edmonton. In 1930 too 
responsibility for the reserves passed from Mr Townsend to councillor 

WG Strange. One of Arthur Lay’s final projects before retiring and handing over 
the Park to new custodian Donald Ross on 17 October 1932 was to oversee the 
installation of the Park’s new cricket wicket, an improvement that drew praise 
from the Taranaki Cricket association in a report a week later.

The association notes with pleasure the definite step forward made 
by the Southern division executive in having a Longburn pitch laid 
down at King Edward Park. Sound and reliable pitches are one of the 
first essentials in better class cricket. 

Hāwera and Normanby Star 24 October 1932 

Introducing Longburn soil, a silt loam which has better adhesive and 
compaction properties than light Taranaki soils and when rolled forms a firm 
and fast surface, was a practice also employed on several of the North Island’s 
top wickets, notably that at the Basin Reserve in Wellington - a former swamp. 
Prior to the merit of the Manawatū sourced soil being established other 
options, including lime/cement mixes and even the expensive possibility of 
importing marl from England, had been considered. 

The leading advocate for the Longburn soil pitch, James E Campbell, was 
elected mayor in 1933. Campbell, who was essentially a self-made man, 
first built a successful business as an optician before changing direction and 
developing a career in real estate. Married in Whanganui to Wellington-born 
Marion Barton, the couple had moved to Hāwera in 1914. He served overseas 
during WWI, returning to build a substantial real estate and property business 
and as a community leader became secretary of the Hāwera unemployed relief 
committee in 1929. James Campbell was a dynamic mayor with a sincere wish 
to improve both the appearance and portfolio of Hāwera. An enthusiastic 
sportsman he worked to improve the playing surface of the King Edward Park 
sports grounds for all the codes that used them and was also instrumental 
in the establishment of the King Edward Park campground. Among his many 
ideas was a proposal to create an avenue of trees commemorating the 
district’s pioneers running from Normanby to King Edward Park. The two initial 
trees were planted at the High St/Waihi Rd corner (by British Automobile 
Association chairman Sir Stenson Cooke, May 1938) and Winks Crossing (Ned 
Gibson, September 1938) but the vision faded with his untimely death in 1939 
and the avenue in between never eventuated. 
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The tree planted at the corner of High Street and Waihi Road was an English Oak 
grown from an acorn sourced from Windsor Great Park and has unfortunately 
not survived, although two oaks from the same seed source are significant 
roadside specimens near Te Roti. The tree planted by Ned Gibson at Normanby 
still survives and is of the same provenance as the 125 Evergreen or Holm oak 
(Quercus Ilex) trees that were planted along the Park boundary in 1935. These 
trees, most of which have since been maintained as hedge plants, are still the 
key ingredient of the Park’s sheltered environment. Various pruning techniques, 
including severe pollarding after the style once popular with London street 
Planes, have been practiced on six other Evergreen oaks in the Park. These 
have subsequently been allowed to develop to quite significant stature.

With most of its structural attractions in place and more than three decades 
of horticultural development growing towards maturity, the 1930s possibly 
represent the Park’s heyday. The Park also had considerable social importance, 
as a place where the community, which at that time exhibited considerable 
social and sectarian differences, could mingle.

“On fine Sunday afternoons it was one of those places for families 
to go to, to stroll, to catch up with friends for a chat, to play or 
perhaps have a picnic.” 

Arthur Fryer 

That the Park was attractive and one of the town’s significant features is borne 
out by the following article which views Hāwera and its parks through the rose 
tinted spectacles of an impressed visitor: 

“The town of Hawera is compact, covering, in fact, little more than 
a square mile in its official area. Its streets are bright and busy, its 
buildings of all types are modern and handsome, and it possesses 
in common with so many other Dominion towns, an extraordinarily 
high standard of civic comfort. Its very neatness of design, its orderly 
layout of cross streets, its steady growth and history of abounding 
prosperity, give it an air of permanence and solidity. It is not all 
prosaic commercial soundness, however. It was a military outpost in 
1870, and its environs are full of memories.

However, if I were asked to name the distinctive feature of Hawera, I 
would instance its parks. Naumai is an example of intelligent beauty 
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worship, the salient points of this terrain have been utilised with skill, 
and the pavilions of native whare design on the high slopes about the 
little lake, harmonise exactly with the landscape.

King Edward Park is, of course, well-known from begonia house to 
exquisite flower beds. Indeed, Hawera is a flower town. Even in the 
neat blue-tinted tea room where we lunched, there were bowls of 
floating blossoms in profusion.

The home gardens are dreamlands of every kind. One feature that is 
unique is that, in both parks, and in many home gardens, the roadways 
and paths are of velvet turf. One treads with a feeling of uncanny 
softness on these emerald carpets in place of gravel or paved paths.”

ON Gillespie New Zealand Railways Magazine March 1937

Note the reference to the begonia house. This, built 15 years before as the 
Parkinson Bequest fernery, was a feature of the gardens for some decades. 
Dependant on labour and horticultural skill, its star tended inevitably to rise 
and fall with the capabilities of those entrusted with its care. 

Not that custodian Donald Ross lacked capabilities. A very knowledgeable 
plantsman, who had trained in parks in England he was in good company 
with some of the town’s other notable horticulturalists, especially agricultural 
educator Rod Syme and from 1940, reserves committee chairman Jim 
Edmondston. During his 33 years at the Park there were significant changes and 
innovations, not the least the grubbing out of boxthorn and pampas boundary 
hedges and their replacement with the present boundary screen of Holm Oaks. 
While these Oaks were bought in, it was a point of pride with Donald Ross that 
most of the plants he planted in the Park were propagated and grown by him 
in the Park nursery. In his latter years he moved from the Park house and built 
his own home on Waihi Road, where he also developed an impressive garden.

The Second World War put a dampener on many of the events planned to 
celebrate the country’s 100 years of nationhood. However a well supported 
public thanksgiving service celebrating the centenary was held in the Park on 
17 March 1940. The service, conducted by the Hāwera Ministers’ Association, 
was the final event in a week long programme of national celebration and drew 
a large crowd from all sections of the community. 
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As befitting the occasion a brilliantly fine afternoon favoured the 
outdoor gathering that took place near the trees shading the children’s 
play area. Leading the service, the Rev G F Stockwell drew on the 
motto on the Hawera Borough mayoral chain, Hei mau tatau puritiu te 
tika “Let us go forward cleaving to that which is right” and proposed 
–“ that the century ahead of us may be even better than the one that 
is gone – Today the Empire is at war and we are all sad about that, 
but glad that we are engaged in a righteous war, our country is one 
we ought to be proud to live for and if need be to die for.” 

Hāwera Star 18 March1940.

Wartime also had significant impact on the memorial planned by Marion 
Campbell for her late husband and former mayor James Campbell. Today one 
of the Park’s most celebrated drawcards, the Wendy statue was chosen on the 
suggestion of Jim Edmondston, who had been influenced by Peter Pan inspired 
statuary when growing up in the South Island. Aware of the childless couple’s 
affection for children he proposed a similar statue for the children of Hāwera.
 
After a Royal Academy of sculpture competition to attract a design, English 
sculptor Ferdinand Victor Blundstone, who was well known for his animal 
sculptures was commissioned by her trustees in 1944 to produce the statue. 
Blundstone sent photographs of suggested sculptures to Hāwera and the statue 
of Wendy in the style of the statue of Peter Pan in the Kensington Gardens 
was selected. Blundstone had barely started the work when his studio was 
destroyed in an air raid. The statue, which cost £2,000, (about half the price 
of a typical Hāwera house in 1950) was then completed by Gilbert Baynes. To 
add to the delay in its installation, the statue reached New Zealand during the 
waterfront strike. It was finally unveiled on 9 July 1951.

In the statue Wendy is holding a lantern and kneels on a tree stump with two 
gnomes, four fairies, a raven, an owl, two hares, a rooster, squirrels, rabbits, 
mice, hedgehogs, toads and a fox. Not unexpectedly no New Zealand animals 
or birds feature in this northern hemisphere design. 

Fifty years after the installation of the Wendy statue, Wendys from all over 
the country came to the Park in March 2001 to celebrate Wendy Week and 
the statue’s 50th birthday. South Taranaki Mayor Mary Bourke, centre right 
joined with thirteen of the namesakes celebrating the occasion. Adding to the 
celebration was a play titled Peter Pan and Wendy, written and directed by 
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Hāwera thespian Richard Kennedy-Moffat. 
With a large cast and acted over and around 
the Pirate ship, the play drew audiences of 
several hundred over its three day season.

Never a huge success as a musical venue 
and no longer attracting much use as a 
kiosk, the band rotunda made a stellar 
conversion in 1953 to become the King 
Edward Park Observatory. Costing £460, 
the conversion project followed on from 
a successful night class programme run by 
the Workers’ Education Association (WEA) 
which led to the Hāwera Astronomical 
Society being formed in 1952. Equipped 
with a valuable 5 inch Cooke refractor 
telescope built in 1905 and presented by 
the observatory’s initial director Newton 
Burrell, the observatory opened on 1 May. 
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The newly converted observtory
DSB Private Collection

The telescope was complemented in 1960 with a photometer gifted by Mr R 
Bysouth. Modern equipment now includes 200 and 280 mm Celestron and 580 
mm Dobsonian telecopes. 

In the same year (1953) and four years after Charles Goodson’s death, the 
memorial garden celebrating his contribution to the Park and horticulture was 
planted. The project, which gained council approval in May 1951, was led by 
agricultural educator Rod Syme, and horticultural enthusiasts John Barnard 
and Andrew Smith and comprised an extensive collection of rhododendrons 
and azaleas provided by the Hāwera Horticultural Society. The planting of the 
collection and erection of the stone memorial seat and entrance pillars in 
upper High Street was undertaken in September 1953. Apparently there were 
light fingered gardeners in Hāwera even then and many of the new plants were 
stolen soon after planting and needed to be replaced.
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More than a decade on, with the Goodson Garden growing into 
spectacular maturity and able to look back on many other significant 
developments during his 33 year tenure, Donald Ross retired and on 

18 June 1965 was succeeded by Harry Beveridge. 

An Englishman and always outspoken, Harry was inevitably nicknamed 
“Lemonade” by park staff and his associates. At conferences he was noted 
for having an opinion on any subject that came up for discussion. He also 
took every opportunity to tell of his personal piece de resistance and most 
significant contribution to the park – The Willow Pattern Garden. 

By then fast becoming an eyesore and needing repairs considered beyond 
economic reality, the Parkinson bequest fernery began its third transformation 
when he converted the ageing structure in 1966. Beveridge’s redesign involved 
demolition of the remnants of the glass roof and the construction of moon 
gates, wall reliefs and an ornamental bridge complete with figurines. The 
planting and painting of the garden interior followed a blue and white theme 
based on the ubiquitous crockery pattern. The garden was opened by the 
Republic of China’s ambassador Konsin C. Shah on 19 October 1968 and for 
the next two decades was one of the most promoted of the Park’s attractions.

 
“The small town of Hāwera in the province of Taranaki is the site 
of New Zealand’s first Chinese garden developed by a municipal 
authority. It was opened by the Republic of China’s Ambassador to 
New Zealand in 1966(sic) as a willow-pattern garden. Large moon 
gates mark the entrance of the garden, while inside are wall panels in 
white and blue relief extending the willow theme and extraordinary 
‘miniature Chinese figures on an ornamental bridge over a goldfish-
filled pool.”

James Beattie University of Waikato in New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies 9, 1 
(June, 2007)

  
In the same year that the fernery was transformed plans were approved for a 
new ‘lodge’ as a residence for the Superintendent of Parks and Reserves, which 
led to the building of an architect designed brick residence and the removal of 
the cottage that had served his predecessors.

Always a popular feature in the Park, in 1968 the rose garden with its more 
than 300 specimens was extended to commemorate one of Hāwera’s most 
remarkable and generous women. The Jessie Buchanan Memorial Rose 
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Garden, which was opened with the installation of a plaque on 29 October, 
recognises her generosity to the people of Hāwera. Along with her sister Kate 
a significant benefactress, Jessie was a tireless worker for the community with 
many interests including music, playing the violin in a local String Orchestra, 
and the organ at St John’s Church. She had a life-long interest in dog trialling 
and was an avid supporter of the Egmont A&P Association’s annual shows. Only 
ill health caused her to miss five of the 82 shows held during her lifetime. She 
was awarded life membership of the association in 1964 and was also awarded 
life membership of the RSA. One of her most loved hobbies was gardening and 
a knowledgeable horticulturist; she was one of the select 12 Fellows of the 
Royal New Zealand Institute of Horticulture. Awarded the Order of the British 
Empire (OBE) in 1956 for her philanthropic work, Jessie Buchanan died on 6 
July 1966 aged 98.

There were other changes occurring in the Park in 1968, as after long negotiation 
with the Ministry of Education, the Park Croquet and Bowling clubs were 
relocated to the former technical high school site in High Street. The move, 
which involved a land swap between the Ministry and the Council, allowed 
the development of Hāwera High School and its expansion over the former 
grounds. Two years later in 1970 the King Edward Park Swimming pool complex 

The newly installed willow pattern garden 1966
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opened, replacing the old facilities in Albion Street and marking the beginning 
of a trend to consolidate council maintained active recreation activities on the 
King Edward Park/Hicks Park complex. That portfolio was extended in 1972 
when new facilities were built at the motor camp. 

In that same year Harry Beveridge resigned and William (Bruce) Chrichton was 
appointed superintendent of parks and reserves, holding the position until 
June 1974 when he in turn resigned to take up a similar position in Wanganui 
and was replaced by Ross Cantwell. After four years in the Park Ross Cantwell 
also resigned to take up a new position in Tokoroa and in August 1978 he was 
replaced by Stan Foster, who had trained in parks in Wellington.

Before accepting the position in Hāwera Stan had held curator roles in parks 
in Porirua and Wellington, but more importantly had, as an apprentice, gained 
an invaluable grounding from several professional gardeners, themselves with 
backgrounds in English parks and gardens. Involved also in the early days of the 
Oratia native plant museum in Wellington, he had developed an encyclopaedic 
knowledge of native plants, as well as considerable skill in propagation and 
plant husbandry.        
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Stan’s arrival began a flurry of projects in the 
Park by local Lions’ clubs. During his first months 
in the job the construction of The Adventure 
Playground, which featured a tree hut fort, was 
completed by the Hāwera Lions Club. The same 
club worked in with the TSB Trust to build the 
pirate ship to commemorate the international 
year of the child in 1981.

In 1986 a fundraising drive by the Hāwera Lioness 
Club was used to sponsor the construction and 
planting of a scented garden for the blind.

 
An enthusiastic plant propagator Stan Foster placed particular emphasis on the 
annual borders in the Park, saving and collecting seed and creating spectacular 
displays even in some of the Park’s more difficult corners.

“I always believed that the 
park was historic and did 
my best to bring back some 
of the older plants like 
hollyhocks, Victorian Iris 
- and the old polyanthus. 
Some of those (polyanthus) 
were so big they had stems 
the thickness of your finger.” 

Stan Foster
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The rose gardens were also one of Stan’s favourite subjects, during his era they 
were solidly mulched with stable manure based compost to prevent drying out 
over summer and extended with the addition of the heritage rose collection. 
Roses for this were sourced from Mason’s Nurseries in Feilding and installed 
and initially maintained by the Hāwera Rose Society. The pergola erected 
behind the rose garden was also part of the rose garden extension, intended as 
the base for climbing and pillar roses.

“We used to run pruning demonstrations along with the rose 
society and also had some really fantastic picnic events in the 
rose garden, with both of Hawera’s bands putting on concerts 
from time to time.” 

Stan Foster  

Stan recalls the nursery being a very busy part of the Park’s operation, providing 
all the annual seedlings needed in both the Park and other gardens throughout 
the town. Much of the seed used was saved and on occasions improved 
selections developed. Cuttings and divisions were also propagated and grown 
on, minimising the need to buy in new plant material for replacements and 
maintenance. He says that on his arrival in Hāwera he found that park produced 
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compost had become so contaminated with pre-emergent weedkiller that it 
had become unusable and he instituted a collection of stable manure from 
both the racecourse and another stables in Turuturu Rd. This, composted 
along with other uncontaminated material and applied annually, was used to 
maintain good soil health in all garden areas. A great believer in the function 
of the Park as a place where people can go to pick up gardening ideas, Stan 
worked on developing collections within the Park and enhancing those that 
existed already.

“When I came the camellias in the Goodson garden had grown 
to a point they were getting no light. We cut them all down 
hard and that year they had no flowers and you should have 
heard the complaints, the next year they were full of flower and 
booming away.” 

He recalls that parks staff did everything that could be done in the Park, from 
weeding to turning the “Zip” on so that it would be boiling when a picnic 
party arrived. When the pond in the Chinese garden sprang a leak, park staff 
spent several days rendering it with cement to solve the problem. Lawns were 
regularly sprayed to suppress clovers and limit the risk of bee stings, the main 
boating lake was cleaned out and de-sludged every second year. 

“There were ten of us altogether and there would always be at 
least two people in the Park doing something.”

While vandalism and misbehaviour in the Park has always been a problem Stan 
believes that the presence of Park staff was a deterrent, as was the shutting of 
Park gates every night. “Then there was Starsky, he helped”. Half Doberman 
Pinscher and half Alsatian, Starsky had a bark that tended to deter argument 
and a turn of speed that even a miscreant on a motorbike could not outrun.

While a home in the Park may seem like a dream location, Stan’s wife Joan 
recalls that it was not altogether a rose garden. While only one stone came 
through the window of her home during the years they lived in the Park, she 
says the scent of the nearby Michelia was overpowering to the point of nausea 
and the badly orientated house was always damp on its southern, bedroom 
sides.
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“And there were rules: On Sundays Stan was not allowed to mow 
our lawns and I was not allowed to hang out the washing and 
although they were only little, the girls always had to have 
their tops on during the summer.”

Other groups and individuals have made their contributions to the park in a 
variety of different ways. On 9 November 1991 a carnival was held in the Park 
to celebrate the opening of the toddlers’ playground. Promoted by the South 
Taranaki District Parents’ Centre, the playground was built with the help of 
Hillary Commission funding. As part of a nationwide celebration of women’s 
suffrage in 1993, the Provincial of Women Division of Federated Farmers (now 
Rural Women) donated three Kate Sheppard Camellias to the council. One, 
along with an engraved stone plaque to commemorate the event, is planted 
near the south-eastern entrance to the tennis courts. Celebrating the Park’s 
largest Totara being regularly chosen as a wintering over tree for monarch 
butterflies, Barnados , who have adopted the butterfly as their mascot, installed 
a bronze plaque at its base in 1996 to recognise the phenomenon. Regrettably, 
despite being strongly mounted to an immovable stone, the plaque was stolen 
within days of its installation. There is also some controversy over whether the 
correct tree was marked. Stan Foster is adamant that the Totara closest to the 
Park lodge where he lived during his tenure is the wintering over tree, while 
others recall the butterflies wintering over on the deciduous Dawn Redwood 
between the two Totara specimens.

Butterfly haunt: The totara credited 
with being the wintering over host 
for Monarch butterflies is one of two 
significant specimens of the species in 
the Park’s arboreal area.

Also in 1996, a raised garden opposite 
the arboreal area was installed, 
surrounding a Phoenix Palm donated by 
Patty Daly. The hebe collection, which 
had previously occupied the area, was 
relocated to Naumai Park. Now too the 
palms and garden have gone, removed 
to bring a new openness to the area and 
a focus on a new stage developed for 
future Park entertainments. Six years
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later the Hāwera Pakeke Lions contributed a pleasantly placed covered seat 
and pergola to the newly completed Larcom Bequest Garden. The garden, 
which opened on 7 April 2002 cost $19,732.33 and was built with residual 
funds and accrued interest from Samuel G Larcom’s original 1964 bequest, of 
which much of the original sum was used in the development of the swimming 
pool complex. The garden features scented plants and a robust water feature 
that replaced the first installation which was destroyed by vandals. It is located 
on the site of the Park’s old compost and utility area, which was no longer 
required with the contracting out of parks’ maintenance services.

Stan’s era ended after South Taranaki’s councils amalgamated in 1989. After 
amalgamation he retained a role with the new operating company formed to 
maintain the new wider district’s portfolio of parks and for a while served with 
the contracting company that replaced it. He ceased his work in King Edward 
Park in 1997, but has maintained an interest in several ways, not least when 
working as a Hāwera Lion in the installation of the new children’s playground 
in 2006. 

Perhaps the first big event of the new era occurred over labour Weekend 
in 1995 when the Park hosted its first National radio controlled small ships 
regatta, an event which has subsequently become an annual fixture. 

“Stan Robinson wrote to us 
to see if the model yacht 
regatta could be held at 
KEP and we said that 
would be fine and we’ll 
give you two grand to help 
promote it as well how 
would that be?”

 John Sargeant former Parks and 
Facilities Manager STDC.

25 years on, the Labour weekend event continues to draw a large group of 
enthusiasts from all over the country to participate. Their small ships range 
from radio controlled versions of traditional pond yachts, through painstakingly 
detailed models of fishing boats and merchant ships, to replicas of high speed 
naval vessels. The event and the small ships continue to enthral children of all 
ages.
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It was perhaps the hard-headed business-like approach of the new regime, 
which had replaced custodians with contractors, that also saw the end of 
Macklam’s lake in 1996. The paddling pool, which for over 70 years had been 
one of the Park’s big attractions for youngsters and in its final decade had been 
home to a collection of miniature waterlilies, was leaking badly and regarded 
as beyond repair. Drained, the concrete surrounds were retained and filled with 
shell rock to create a petanque court, a conversion sponsored by Westcorp 
– the then council contractors. While the paddling pool had been a popular 
attraction, the court that replaced it received little use. Legend holds that only 
one game of boule was ever played on it.

Final form? No longer a 
paddling pool but a shallow 
pond for special water 
lilies Macklam’s lake still 
held the attention of small 
children when this photo 
was taken in 1989. 
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2000 and beyond
The Park in 

its Second 
Century

Chapter 5
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Over the years many trees and shrubs have been planted in the Park 
to commemorate individuals or events. Some are marked with small 
plaques, others like the 15 specimens planted in that 1907 Arbor Day 

have reverted to anonymity, the event, the occasion and perhaps the memory 
of the individual forgotten with time. Alternatively the event may become 
embroidered with time or the real facts misplaced. A good example of this is 
one of those original oaks in the Dingle Dell area which was reported in 1906 as 
being planted by Horace Baker to commemorate the relief of Mafeking. Given 
the jingoism of the times and the legendary status accorded the Mafeking 
Siege and its hero Colonel Robert Baden-Powell, it was not surprising that an 
enthusiastic reporter may have assumed that the tree celebrated a stirling 
feat of arms rather than a more prosaic negotiated peace. However the facts 
remain and a report of the meeting leading up to the coronation parade and 
dedication in 1902 states quite clearly that“ That Mr Horace Baker was selected 
as the veteran to plant a second oak in commemoration of Peace”.

Tree planting to mark significant 
events still continues: In 2006 a Ginkgo 
tree commemorating the sister city 
relationship between South Taranaki 
and Harbin in northern China was 
planted near the Chinese garden by 
mayors Mary Bourke and Shi Zhongxin 
during mayor Shi’s visit on 24 June. 
In September of the previous year, 
shortly after signing the relationship 
agreement, Miss Bourke had planted a 
silver birch tree in Harbin’s Taiyangdad 
(Sun Island) Park. Plaques in both parks 
convey the same message. 

True friends cannot be separated 
by the ocean 

Trees unfortunately have a life span, and with many specimens now either 
over or nearing their century in the Park there is an ongoing need for arboreal 
maintenance and eventual replacement. Often the removal and replacement 
of an aged and decaying specimen is planned for and programmed as instanced 
in 2003 when, due to a fatal fungal infection and concerns for public safety, 
two large common Alder trees near the Stan Lay entrance were removed. The 
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condition of the trees had greatly deteriorated and was identified as a hazard 
by an arborist called in by the Council. The stumps of the trees were decayed 
and there was concern that as the fungal infection spread the trees would 
begin to loose heavy branches. The removal of the alders possibly prevented 
a recurrence of a previous incident when one of the grove had spontaneously 
fallen, landing across the Chinese garden. 

“It was a fine day, 
not noticeably 
windy, and we were 
having morning 
smoko when we 
heard this crunch 
as it came down. 
We went outside 
and there it was!” 

Stan Foster 
 

The alder was not the only example, some quicker growing specimens such 
as flowering Eucalypts have made similar spontaneous departures from the 
Park’s arboreal portfolio, while others have shed significant branches during 
high winds or heavy rain. 

Crown lifting, the removal of lower branches to expose the trunks of specimens 
and allow light penetration to under-plantings, is another on-going requirement 
as trees spread wider in their maturity. 

Not all initiatives in the Park have been horticultural. Setting a national 
precedent, in 2005 the South Taranaki District Council in conjunction with 
the Cancer Society and Health Sponsorship Fund opted to make all South 
Taranaki parks smoke free. Signage bearing the logos of the sponsors carried 
the message; “This park contains fresh Taranaki Air. Please do not smoke in 
our parks”. The initiative, launched in King Edward Park in August that year, 
spurred many other local authorities nationwide to adopt similar policies and 
many have copied the wording of the smokefree signs and localised it. A survey 
undertaken in the Park in 2006 indicated that even among smokers the policy 
met with general approval.
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The Park has also played host to other entertainments. For many years 
miniature canoe-like bumper boats were available for those looking for a 
closer perspective of the ducks and more recently the owner of a small fleet of 
pedal-boats tried a summer long commercial experiment with his craft on the 
lake. Taking advantage of the setting, local artists and crafts people from both 
Taranaki and neighbouring districts have made the popular Arts in the Park 
event a focal point on the park’s calendar. With artworks and displays spread 
throughout the park, music playing and food and refreshment stalls, the event 
draws an appreciative audience of strollers and shoppers from both Hāwera 
and the wider region. Also attracting large crowds, a series of “Concerts on 
the Lake” proved popular and colourful summer events. A water level stage 
protruding into the lake, good natural acoustics and a wide selection of 
talented local performers and artists made the concerts spectacular evening 
picnic events. However the occasional limitations of an outdoor venue were 
shown up when a torrential downpour drove all but the most hardy away from 
a free big screen showing of children’s movies in the park in the summer of 
2007. Those that stayed wore rubbish bag ponchos and had their choice of 
the abundant sweets and popcorn intended for a larger audience while they 
watched the antics of “Shrek” and “Stuart Little”.
 
Almost a decade into the new millennium other changes began to occur in the 
Park. Along with its trees, many of its other assets were showing their age and 
many of the design features that were part of the Park’s charm were blurring. 
Changing times had also led to a need to re-evaluate the needs of those who 
worked in or used the Park. The appointment of new curator David Bruce was 
perhaps the catalyst and in August 2009 his design for the redevelopment 
of the Park was adopted by council. Harking back strongly to Henry Climie’s 
original geometric design, the new look also worked to create a more open 
appearance to the Park, to remove the targets of vandalism and tagging and 
to revitalise the collections and plantings. Significantly too Council also voted 
to sell the former park superintendents’ lodge, which was no longer used and 
fast becoming a liability. 

To accommodate the new design and the rearrangement caused by the 
removal of the lodge, other changes were also made. Opening up the former 
lodge grounds created new opportunities for new gardens and collections but 
to the displeasure of some members of the former Hāwera Lioness Club, the 
scented garden was demolished. A year later it was recreated in a different 
format and in a slightly different location. 
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Also making a move away from the traditional, one of the new gardens 
installed on the former site of the caretakers’ houses, features a collection 
chosen to illustrate that some plants can fulfil dual roles, being both edible and 
ornamental.

Removal of the house and the rearrangement of its grounds was the beginning 
of a new look at the Park’s entrance, but perhaps the most dramatic event was 
the removal of the Park gates in September 2009. 

Long deferred, the removal for renovation of the 105-year-old landmarks was 
done with the blessing of the New Zealand Historic Places Trust and with the 
help of a very big crane. The crane was an essential part of the operation, 
for while the removal of the actual gates was comparatively light work, the 
removal of the cast pillars was something else. Encased in massive footings of 
concrete, mixed by hand with shingle brought by dray from Waihi Beach, each 
pillar weighed  a little over three tonnes when finally lifted from its bed. Trucked 
to the yard of engineering contractors Croucher and Crowder, who undertook 
the restoration, many hours of work with jackhammers and saws were needed 
to chip away the concrete before the pillars could be sandblasted , cleaned and 
new preservative coatings applied. Refurbishing the gates themselves involved 

New impressions: With the old caretakers lodge removed, new gardens give their first bloom 
in late Spring 2010.
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the reconstruction of missing 
ornamental details on the exhibition 
gates and a lower pintle on one of 
the South African War memorial 
gates, freeing up and rebuilding 
supporting rollers, sandblasting 
and the application of protective 
coatings and finishes. Restored to 
their former glory, the refurbished 
gates were returned and relocated 
on their upgraded footings and 
new concrete entrance pad in time 
for Christmas that year. The gates 
provide entrée to a Park which 
continues to undergo change. 
Frequently visitors can hear the 
sound of the saws working to extend 
the lives of the Park’s collection of 
trees or removing the overgrown or 
unwanted. Some specimens have 
also succumbed to natural causes. 
Planted on that long ago Arbor 
Day in 1907, the Chilean “monkey 

puzzle” pine, which for more than a century stood alongside the Fantham 
statue, succumbed to the fungal disease armillaria blight in early 2011. The 
“weather bomb” storm of 4 March 2012 damaged a 40-year-old horse chestnut 
and a 70-year-old native beech to such an extent that they needed to be felled.  

The removal of some plantings and the new openness in the Park has led 
to a new popularity. Three hugely successful Arts in the Park events in 2010 
/11/12 brought in large numbers of visitors who enjoyed perfect weather and 
spectacular floral displays. Rain forced the abandonment of the event in 2013 
but subsequent events have continued to grow, with a sun-drenched park 
in 2019 attracting more than 120 exhibitors and thousands of visitors and 
participants. Increasingly too people continue to visit to enjoy the Park and 
what it has to offer. Conspicuous among the Park users are the children and 
families who enjoy the playground for both its playthings and as a picnic area. 
In February 2012 a new children’s playground, designed especially for tiny tots, 
was completed. Featuring a pathway dotted with brightly coloured springy 
ride-upon bugs and beetles, a rainbow bridge and a sculptural steel 

Timely treatment: The Park gates are removed 
for refurbishment in September 2009.
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light tree, the garden was funded by the Hāwera 
Community Board and built by the Park’s own 
staff. 

Those same two staff, the first employed directly 
by the council since the park moved to being run 
under maintenance contracts in 1996 were also 
involved in the transformation of the unused 
petanque court back into a water feature. Not 
the paddling pool it was originally designed to 
be, but a pleasant pond surrounded by aquatic 
plants and a suitable complement to the nearby 
Wendy statue.

The good works completed by parks’ assistants Kane Rangi and Michael 
Walker, and the renewed community enthusiasm for King Edward Park, gave 
spur to the proposal in late 2011, as the district’s parks maintenance contract 
came up for review, to bring the care and maintenance of the park and other 
horticultural assets across the district back “in house”. When the decision was 
made it began a flurry of development and restructuring of the park’s less 

Fourth impression: The restored Macklam’s Lake in November 2011.

Children’s play:  The tiny tots’ 
playground opened Feb 2012
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conspicuous facilities.

Little used for almost two decades, the Park’s nursery had none the less in 
the previous two years been used to generate several thousand plants for use 
in the district’s many reserves and it was decided to use this site as the base 
from which the new Parks’ team would operate. Re-roofed and re-clad the old 
potting shed was given a new lease on life, while a new barn like structure was 
shoe-horned into the space once occupied by old lean-to sheds, shade houses 
and nursery beds. 

To enable the nursery to still function, new standing areas, capable of holding 
more than 2,000 plants, were established and an overhead watering system, 
using water drawn from the park’s own well, installed. 

In May 2012 six new staff under Head gardener Carolyn Kareko were employed 
to join the existing two. Beginning in parallel with a new greenspace contract 
that maintains other facilities, playing fields and cemeteries across the district, 
they were charged with the care of South Taranaki’s four premier parks and 
horticultural maintenance across the district. From the start of the new contract, 
in July 2012, the expanded and dedicated team became the new agents of 

Park art: The rose gardens in full bloom add vivid colour to Arts in the Park 2011
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change in King Edward Park, as well as Hāwera’s Naumai Park, Goodson Dell 
and Stark/Bridger Park in Eltham.

One of the first major changes was a fourth revision to the fernery that became 
a begonia house and in turn became the willow pattern garden. With the pond 
that replaced the original fernery floor again leaking severely, a water feature 
that relied on an unceasing draw off from the town water supply – quite literally 
a running tap - and a high incidence of vandalism, it was time to look to other 
options. A survey of Park users also threw up the surprising statistic that very 
few of the new generation even knew what the Willow Pattern was, suggesting 
that the success registered by that concept in the 1960’s would not translate 
readily to the second decade of the new millennium.

With new steel gates allowing the garden to be secured against all but the 
more determined intruders and with the water turned off, it took little time 
for the leaky pond to dry out. Opting to use the original floor level as the 
main pathway and retaining the Oriental theme, both structurally and in 
the plant selection, the garden was reborn. A smaller pond was built with a 
recirculating pump recreating the old water feature and Kane Rangi’s design 
for a raised viewing deck, themed screen and raked sand garden installed. 

Fourth impression: the recently refurbished Oriental garden in Spring 2013.
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With the exception of only a handful of appropriately gnarled specimens, the 
entire garden was stripped out, refurbished with fresh soil and compost and 
replanted. As a finishing touch Sam Beveridge’s raised oriental panels were 
given a colour makeover, imperial red and gold paint replacing the washed out 
blue and white that had been the former garden’s theme. 

In King Edward Park nothing stays the same for long. Part of the new 
philosophy that accompanied the Park coming back in house was the concept 
of continuous change and improvement. Some of these changes can be subtle 
- like the technique of mowing the Park’s lawn areas at different levels, the 
closer cut avenues a nod to the formal hedge bordered avenues of the past. 
Other changes have been more dramatic, the removal of trees and gardens 
and the addition of others. 

There have been some other significant subtractions and additions: For almost 
four decades the Park shelter known as the Zip Shed (as it had a walk in locker 
containing an electric water heater of that brand) had served as a tea-making 
–food preparation base for occasional public activities and organised picnics. It 
had also become a favourite hangout for truant students, alcohol fuelled late 
night revellers and taggers. Demolished, its tables became potting benches in 
the Park nursery and its timbers and roofing recycled for a variety of other 
uses in the Park. With the Zip also relocated, picnic facilities became an electric 
barbecue incorporated into a concrete block counter built by the Normanby 
Lions. Overhead shelter is provided by a brightly painted steel framed Gazebo, 
which has become a popular picnic facility that offers little scope for tagging, 
arson or hiding out.

Shortly after the installation of the barbecue and its associated picnic tables 
and benches, a deliberately lit fire led to the demolition of the top floor of 
the 35 year old tree fort. The linking span that tied the main fort to the tree 
house in one of the Park’s Holm oaks had already been removed, as it was 
beginning to grow into the tree causing the whole structure to move in the 
wind. However this final act of vandalism was the last for the upper platform, 
which, like the zip shed and the pirate ship had become a target for taggers and 
truants. Reduced in height and with a lighter and brighter paint job replacing 
the camouflage green of the past, the fort returned to being a plaything for 
small children.
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Then there was the lighting project. Starting with a 
design to create a 20 metre wide avenue of light running 
from the Park’s main gates to the Waihi Road entrance, 
the project was given impetus with a $50,000 grant 
from the TSB Community Trust. 17 Locally designed 
and fabricated light poles were “sold” to service clubs 
and community organisations as well as philanthropic 
individuals to make a significant contribution to the 
funding of the project. Topping the light poles with 
state of the art LED lamps, the project was extended to 
provide flood lighting of the Wendy statue and future 
proofed by the use of multi phase cabling which would 
allow additional usage in the future. Examples of this 
have been the installation of in park power outlets and 
the later extension of the lighting system to the Victoria 
Cross Garden. Turning the first sod in 2015 all the in-
ground installation, concrete bases, cable trenching 
and laying, as well as the installation of the poles, was 
undertaken by the Parks team. Actual electrical work 
was done by Local contractor Greaves Electrical. The 

first section of the lighting scheme was switched on by Mayor Ross Dunlop 
at a Carols by Candlelight event in December 2016 and the project finally 
completed in May 2017.

Also in 2017 the Park received the first of a series of accolades that recognised 
the quality of the park and its standard of presentation. Reviewed for the first 
time by the New Zealand Gardens Trust, an organisation under the umbrella of 
the Royal New Zealand Institute of Horticulture, the Park was awarded a four-
star rating to be registered as a Garden of Regional Significance. A Year later in 
2018, the Park was awarded a Green Flag Award, an internationally recognised 
standard of green-space quality shared with only 22 other parks across the 
country. Again, in late 2018, a further assessment by the NZGT led to the Park 
being recognised by the award of a fifth star to become a Garden of National 
Significance.

This recognition and a growing local pride in their Park, gave impetus to 
community members and Park supporters coming together to form The 
Friends of Hāwera’s Parks, a charitable trust dedicated to the development and 
maintenance of Hāwera’s three premier parks; King Edward Park, Naumai and 
Goodson Dell. The Friends amalgamated the previous individual organisations 
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of The Friends of King Edward Park, The friends of Naumai Park and The 
Goodson Guerrillas. The liaison with the Friends is a happy one. Friends and 
other interested members of the community have the opportunity to take part 
in guided walks on which the history, botany, even the personalities associated 
with the parks may be explored, along with workshop events as different as 
rose pruning to tool sharpening, making hanging baskets to propagation. 
Giving back to the Park, regular Monday morning working bees see volunteers 
putting in an hour or two of weeding, painting or planting and having a lot of 
fun doing it. 

Stepping slightly outside the Park’s gates, but taking in an unsightly corner 
across High Street that had for many years detracted from them, Parks staff 
in association with the Hāwera RSA in 2018 created the Victoria Cross Garden. 
Designed in the shape of a Victoria Cross, the garden features granite statues 
of Hāwera’s two WWI Heroes, Second Lieutenants John Grant and Harry 
Laurent and was officially opened in time to commemorate their winning their 
awards within days of each other a century before. Structured of masonry 
blocks made by another former Hāwera soldier almost 60 years before, the 
raised gardens carry a red theme of roses and annual plants with a special 
emphasis on seasonal ‘soldiers’ poppies. The garden is connected to the park 

Victoria Cross Garden
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by an underground electrical umbilical which links the floodlit statues to the 
Park’s avenue of lights.

And then for something completely 
different! Although derived from a 
technology developed to detect the 
sound of incoming German airships 
over England in WWI the two acoustic 
“whisper mirrors” in King Edward 
park have a much more peaceful 
purpose. Sited on opposite sides 
of the lake and separated by a little 
over 50metres, the pair of two and a 
half metre tall bronze painted dishes 
allow a whispered conversation to be 
carried out across the water. Crafted 
by Hāwera engineer Lincoln Raikes 
and largely sponsored by The Global 
Stainless Artworks company. the 
dishes have rapidly become a real 
talking point with the community.

Looking to the future, King Edward Park visitors can expect to see the 
introduction of new plantings and the removal of others. They may find new 
seating and shaded picnic tables, perhaps new playthings in the children’s 
playground, new alignments and views. They will see, without doubt, yet more 
steps in a process of gentle evolution that began in King Edward Park 120 years 
ago and seems set to continue long into the future.
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